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Abstract 

This study empirically investigates the short- to medium-term effects of fiscal policy on output and 

other macroeconomic variables in European Union countries between 1995 and 2012, with particular 
reference to transition countries. It applies Panel Vector Auto Regression with recursive identification 

of government spending shocks as the most appropriate method for the aim of the study and the 
sample used. The main results indicate that expansionary spending shocks have a positive, but a 

relatively low effect on output, with the fiscal multiplier around one in the year of the shock and the 

following year, and lower thereinafter. There are indications that this result is driven by the recent 
crisis, as multipliers are considerably lower in the pre-crisis period. Effects of fiscal policy are strongly 

dependent on country structural characteristics. Fiscal multipliers are higher in new European Union 
member states, in countries with low public debt and low trade openness. Further, spending shocks 

are followed by rising debt levels in old member states, which could be related well to the recent 

European debt crisis. Finally, the analysis of the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy yields results 
that are consistent with both extended Real Business Cycle models and extended New Keynesian 

models. 
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1. Introduction 

  

The aim of this paper is to analyse the effects of fiscal policy in European Union (EU) 

countries, with a particular focus on transition countries. The empirical investigation therefore focuses 

on four key questions of academic and policy importance: i. what is the short- to medium-run effect 

of fiscal policy on output, i.e. what is the size and sign of fiscal multipliers? ii. what are the short- to 

medium-run effects of fiscal policy on other key macroeconomic variables? iii. how do main country 

structural characteristics affect the size and sign of fiscal multipliers? iv. what is the transmission 

mechanism of fiscal policy, i.e. is it more closely related to neo-classical or to New Keynesian 

predictions? 

In order to investigate these issues, this paper uses Panel Vector Auto Regression with 

recursive identification of government spending shocks, with annual data between 1995 and 2012. 

The main result of the study is that higher spending does result in higher GDP in the entire sample, 

but the size of the fiscal multiplier is around one, implying that the effects of fiscal policy are 

relatively limited. There are indications that this result is driven by the recent crisis, as multipliers are 

considerably lower in the pre-crisis period. The analysis of sub-samples according to country 

characteristics also yields some important insights. In particular, fiscal multipliers are higher in new 

European Union member states, in countries with low public debt and low trade openness. Further, 

spending shocks are followed by rising debt levels in old member states, which could well be related 

to the recent European debt crisis. Last but not least, the analysis of the transmission mechanism of 

fiscal policy suggests that spending shocks cause rises in both private investment and consumption, 

with the latter being supported by higher real wages and higher employment. This is in line with 

findings in most other empirical studies, and also consistent with predictions from extensions of both 

Real Business Cycle and New Keynesian models.  

This paper builds upon and extends the extensive body of literature on the effects of fiscal 

policy in several important aspects. First, unlike the vast majority of studies, which focus on a single 

country (mostly the US) or a few developed countries, our study focuses on 27 EU member states as 

of 2012. Related to this, the study includes most European transition countries, which is an important 

extension bearing on mind the relative scarcity of empirical studies on the effects of fiscal policy in 

transition countries. In order to study fiscal policy in a group of countries, we use panel VAR, which 

combines the advantages of panel and VAR methods. Second, the study provides an extensive 

investigation of the possible influence of country structural characteristics on the effects of fiscal 

policy. Third, the study provides additional details on the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy. 

Finally, based on the results of the extensive investigation, the study provides recommendations that 

should be useful to policymakers when designing and implementing fiscal policy.  

This study proceeds as follows. The relevant theoretical and empirical literature is briefly 

reviewed in the next section. Section 3 presents the methodology of investigation, data and model 

specification. Section 4 analyses the effects of fiscal policy in the overall sample and in several sub-
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samples. Section 5 modifies the baseline specification in order to investigate the transmission 

mechanism in more detail. The final section concludes and offers some policy recommendations.  

 

 

2. Literature review 

 

The recent crisis and the zero bound for nominal interest rates highlighted the importance of 

fiscal policy in fighting the recession. This reignited the interest of the theoretical and empirical 

literature in the effects of fiscal policy on output (fiscal multipliers) and in other macroeconomic 

variables. Indeed, as Romer (2011) notes, between 2009 and 2011 there have been more studies on 

the effects of fiscal policy than in the previous quarter century. However, there is little consensus in 

the modern theoretical and empirical literature regarding the size of the fiscal multiplier and the 

transmission mechanism of fiscal policy shocks1. Theoretical studies relying on Real Business Cycle 

(RBC) models, such as Aiyagari et al. (1992) or Baxter and King (1993), tend to find that fiscal policy 

has modest effects on output, and that expansionary fiscal policy increases labour supply and lowers 

private consumption due to the dominance of wealth effects2. Baseline New Keynesian models (e.g. 

Linnemann and Schabert (2003)) also tend to find that wealth effects dominate and that the 

multiplier is between zero and one, while expansionary spending shocks result in lower private 

consumption and higher labour supply.  

Various studies have provided extensions of baseline RBC and New Keynesian theoretical 

models. In most cases, these extensions are aimed at addressing the puzzling finding of lower private 

consumption in the wake of spending shocks in theoretical models, as opposed to the higher private 

consumption, which is found in most empirical studies. RBC models are extended by Linnemann 

(2006) with non-separability in the utility of consumption and leisure and intertemporal consumption 

elasticity smaller than one, and also by Ravn et al. (2006) with monopolistic competition and 'deep 

habits' in the personal consumption of individual goods. Further, Galí et al. (2007) extend a standard 

New Keynesian model to allow the existence of Ricardian and non-Ricardian households, with the 

latter behaving according to a rule of thumb and consuming all their disposable income each period, 

without borrowing or saving.  

Leeper (2010) notes that the one clear message from the vast empirical and theoretical 

literature is that fiscal multipliers are "all over the map". Coenen et al. (2012) note that despite 

numerous advantages of structural economic models, the incomplete consensus on structural features 

and calibration can have an important effect on results on fiscal multipliers. Old Keynesian models, 

                                                           
1 A comprehensive review of the extensive theoretical and empirical literature is out of the scope of the current 
study. Therefore, we only briefly review the main contributions and then proceed with our empirical 
investigation. For reviews of the theoretical literature see Hebous (2011) and Hemming et al. (2002). For meta-
regressions of the empirical literature see Rusnak (2011) and Gechert and Will (2012).  
2 In these models, with Ricardian households, higher government spending induces expectations of higher future 
taxes and thus lowers the present value of after-tax income, i.e. results in lower wealth, which in turn causes 
households to work more and consume less.  
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represented in the IS-LM framework, have fiscal multipliers larger than one. On the other hand, the 

baseline RBC model of Baxter and King (1993) yields a short-run output multiplier between -2,5 and 

below 1, depending on whether government shocks are temporary or permanent and whether they 

are financed by lump-sum or distortionary taxes. In their meta-regression analysis, Gechert and Will 

(2012) also note that the size of fiscal multipliers in neoclassical models is usually between zero and 

one. Extensions of the RBC framework also yield multipliers lower than one, which is related to the 

prevalence of Ricardian effects in the absence of frictions in the economy.  

The addition of various frictions is generally not sufficient to bring multipliers above one, as 

findings from various New Keynesian models point out. For instance, in an estimated New Keynesian 

model for the euro area, Smets and Wouters (2003) find that output multipliers for government 

spending are positive, but lower than one, and that this also holds with flexible prices and wages. 

Cogan et al. (2010) find similar results when using the estimated New Keynesian model by Smets and 

Wouters (2007) on the US economy. When introducing rule-of-thumb households (which fully 

consume their disposable income each period, without borrowing or saving), they find a slightly 

higher multiplier, but this extension does not have a significant quantitative impact on results. In 

addition, in their extension of a standard sticky price New Keynesian model with rule-of-thumb 

households, Galí et al. (2007) find that output multipliers are positive, but they exceed one only if 

labour markets are non-competitive or the share of rule-of-thumb households significantly exceeds 

the baseline of 50%. However, there is some agreement in the literature that fiscal multipliers can be 

large when monetary policy is at the zero-lower-bound, which is highly relevant in post-crisis 

economic circumstances in advanced countries. Several studies in the New Keynesian framework 

conclude that, in a deflationary environment and with monetary policy constrained by the zero lower 

bound of interest rates, higher government spending financed by higher deficits can yield higher 

inflationary expectations and consequently lower real interest rates and higher growth (e.g. Christiano 

et al. (2011) or Woodford (2011)). The finding of large fiscal multipliers in circumstances of 

accommodative monetary policy, which includes the zero-lower-bound, is also confirmed by Coenen 

et al. (2012) in their detailed comparison of several structural models used in leading national and 

international policy institutions.  

There is also a wide array of results on the size of the fiscal multiplier and the transmission 

mechanism in the empirical literature, which is dominated by VAR studies. Depending on the manner 

in which they impose short-run restrictions to identify fiscal policy shocks, the fiscal VAR literature 

could be classified in five main categories. First, VARs with recursive identification, e.g. Fatás and 

Mihov (2001), Monacelli et al. (2010) and Kim and Roubini (2008). Second, Blanchard-Perotti VARs 

(BP SVARs), which rely on institutional information to identify shocks, and were originally proposed by 

Blanchard and Perotti (2002), and used by Perotti (2005) and Marcellino (2006). Third, VARs with 

sign restrictions on impulse responses, e.g. Mountford and Uhlig (2009). Fourth, event-study VARs, 

which use exogenous events such as military build-ups to identify fiscal policy shocks, e.g. Ramey and 

Shapiro (1998) and Ramey (2011). Fifth, narrative VARs, which use legislative records to isolate fiscal 
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policy shocks, e.g. Romer and Romer (2010) and Guajardo et al. (2011). In addition, a strand of the 

recent literature employs panel VARs (PVARs3), mostly with recursive identification, to study the 

effects of fiscal policy shocks in several countries together, e.g. Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011), 

Bénétrix and Lane (2013), Ilzetzki et al. (2013) and Almunia et al. (2010).  

Studies using recursive identification and BP SVARs tend to find results in line with New 

Keynesian predictions, whereas studies using the event-study approach are mostly in line with 

neoclassical predictions regarding the effects of government spending. In addition, studies using sign 

restrictions or the narrative approach tend to find relatively high tax multipliers, resembling traditional 

Keynesian predictions. However, there is generally little agreement in the empirical literature where 

this divergence in results comes from, and whether it stems from the particular type of identification 

restrictions. On the other hand, there appears to be some agreement that country structural 

characteristics have an important effect on the size of the fiscal multiplier. For instance, the meta-

regression analysis of fiscal VARs by Rusnak (2011) finds that high levels of public debt, high trade 

openness and high average short-term interest rates all decrease the size of the fiscal multiplier.  

 

 

3. Methodology, data and specification  

 

3.1. Methodology and data  

 

Our empirical investigation of the effects of fiscal policy on output and other macroeconomic 

variables is based on Panel Vector Auto Regression (panel VAR or PVAR), with annual data and 

recursive identification of policy shocks. An alternative way to study the effects of fiscal policy in 

European countries, which is dominant in the literature, would be to run country VARs, and then 

analyse the results in terms of the size of the multiplier or differences by structural characteristics. 

However, we are unable to use such an approach because of the length and the quality of available 

fiscal data for European countries, particularly for transition countries. Therefore, we follow the 

dominant empirical literature in employing the VAR approach, but we pool the countries in one large 

group (and various sub-samples). This also enables us to utilise one of the main advantages of the 

panel VAR method, which combines the conventional VAR approach of treating all variables as 

endogenous with the panel approach, which allows for unobserved country heterogeneity.  

We use recursive identification of fiscal policy shocks for two main reasons. First, this is in 

line with recent studies that use panel VAR to analyse effects of fiscal policy (Beetsma and Giuliodori 

(2011), Bénétrix and Lane (2013), Ilzetzki et al. (2013) and Almunia et al. (2010)), as well as with the 

vast majority of studies that use country VARs (Rusnak (2011) and Gechert and Will (2012)). Second, 

alternative identification approaches are unfeasible for our aim of study and sample. For instance, the 

                                                           
3 For an extensive description of PVARs, important methodological issues and their treatment, see Juessen and 
Linnemann (2010) and Canova and Ciccarelli (2013). 
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event-study method has been applied only for the U.S. based on defence spending, whereas the 

narrative method requires the availability of detailed legislative records in order to extract policy 

shocks. We are also reluctant to use sign restrictions due to drawbacks such as the exclusion of some 

potentially important features (e.g. 'expansionary fiscal contractions') and difficulties in precisely 

capturing the timing of the shock (Perotti, 2005). Finally, the BP SVAR method requires institutional 

information on the elasticity of government spending and revenues to output and inflation, which is 

not available in sufficient detail for our sample. 

In our empirical investigation we use annual data, as opposed to the quarterly data that are 

more common in the literature, particularly in studies using country VARs. Our choice reflects both 

data availability and recommendations of the relevant empirical literature. It is often argued that, 

when using fiscal VARs with quarterly data, one should preferably use data collected on an accrual 

basis, and also use data that are collected at quarterly frequency, i.e. not interpolated from annual 

data (Perotti, 2005). However, sufficiently long series of non-interpolated quarterly data on an accrual 

basis are only available for a few developed countries and are unavailable for the wider group of 

European countries that we are interested in.  

 The use of annual data has several important implications regarding the anticipation problem 

and the identification problem, which are essential features of fiscal VARs (Alesina and Giavazzi 

(2013). While there are discussions on the severity of the consequences of the anticipation problem 

with quarterly data (e.g. Leeper et al. (2009) and Perotti (2011)), it is often argued that the use of 

annual data ameliorates the problem, since fiscal policy is less likely to be anticipated one year ahead 

than one or two quarters ahead (Perotti, 2008). In other words, our use of annual data further 

supports the choice of VAR as an empirical methodology. In order to further mitigate the anticipation 

problem, we also include forward-looking variables such as prices and interest rates in the VAR. This 

is in line with arguments in the literature (Giannone and Reichlin (2006), Yang (2007) and Sims 

(2012)) that forward-looking variables react contemporaneously to anticipated fiscal policy, implying 

that they can be used to capture future fiscal policy.  

While the use of annual data mitigates the anticipation problem, it might complicate the 

recursive identification of policy shocks, which relies on decision lags of fiscal policy, as there is 

usually some delay in the reaction of policymakers to output movements. With recursive identification 

in a VAR with quarterly data, this is reflected in ordering spending (and sometimes revenues) before 

output, implying that the former do not react to the latter within the same quarter. While this might 

be a strong assumption with annual data, there are arguments that support such an approach even 

with recursive identification (besides data availability reasons). For instance, there is only one 

important fiscal event in a year (the budget), so policymakers are often constrained from responding 

quickly to contemporaneous economic movements. Further, Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011) note that 

with annual data the recovered shocks are more realistic, since new fiscal impulses typically do not 

appear at quarterly frequency, but once a year when the budget is adopted (and perhaps in mid-year 

budget supplements). In addition, Beetsma et al. (2006) and Beetsma et al. (2009) provide 
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robustness checks for several countries where non-interpolated quarterly fiscal data are available, and 

show that recursive identification restrictions for spending shocks in a VAR with annual data are 

plausible.  

The panel VAR specification has several advantages that make it particularly useful for 

empirical application in macroeconomics. First, it has the advantage of the VAR methodology in 

treating all the variables as endogenous and interdependent in both a static and a dynamic sense 

(Canova and Ciccarelli, 2013). It also enables the analysis of a variety of shocks, both endogenous 

and exogenous. In distinction from time-series VARs, in PVARs a cross-dimensional dimension is 

added, thus making it possible to exploit the heterogeneous information in cross-section data, but 

also to increase the sample size in order to eliminate idiosyncratic effects (Gavin and Theodorou, 

2005). Related to this, Rebucci (2003) notes that pooling units increases the degrees of freedom and 

potentially the efficiency of estimates, thus reducing the risk of over-fitting.  

While the PVAR combines the features and hence the advantages of VAR and panel methods, 

it also combines their drawbacks. For instance, it imposes slope homogeneity among units, which 

could lead to heterogeneity bias and may also limit the usefulness of these models for policy advice at 

the unit i.e. country level (Georgiadis, 2012). Therefore, in order to account for unobserved 

heterogeneity, we also introduce country fixed effects (as well as a common time trend), thus 

following the dominant approach in the empirical literature using PVAR estimation. This means that 

our baseline model is a panel VAR with fixed effects (PVAR FE).  

Due to data limitations, we are forced to maintain homogenous slope coefficients, thus 

imposing the same dynamics across cross-section units. This approach is criticised by Canova and 

Ciccarelli (2013), who argue that in order to properly account for heterogeneity one should introduce 

slope coefficients varying across cross-sections, and possibly across time periods as well. However, 

besides serious data availability and computational issues, there are counter-arguments that a 

relatively simple model like ours is applicable when one is interested in common aspects in 

macroeconomic data and not idiosyncratic effects (Gavin and Theodorou, 2005) and that the PVAR FE 

model is not too restrictive if one is interested in average policy effects (Georgiadis, 2012). Therefore, 

we maintain homogenous slope coefficients, but address heterogeneity by using cyclically-adjusted 

revenues in all our specifications, thus accounting for the part of heterogeneity arising from the 

differences in automatic stabilizers across countries. We also pay additional attention to heterogeneity 

by splitting our sample across various structural country characteristics in Section 4.  

While the PVAR FE addresses unobserved country heterogeneity, it also leads to the well 

known problem of biased coefficients in dynamic panels with fixed effects (Nickell, 1981). 

Nevertheless, the PVAR FE is used in several important studies of fiscal policy with relatively short 

time dimensions, such as Beetsma et al. (2006), Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011), Bénétrix and Lane 

(2013) and Almunia et al. (2010). In addition, the Monte Carlo analysis of various PVAR FE estimators 

in Juessen and Linnemann (2010) generally supports our choice of this method. Their main results 

show that the (downward) bias of the PVAR FE coefficients is considerable even when the time 
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dimension is large, whereas GMM estimators perform well in terms of the bias but poorly in terms of 

the root mean square error, thus leading the authors to recommend the use of bias-corrected PVAR 

FE. However, using both Monte Carlo analysis and a practical application on a fiscal VAR, Juessen and 

Linnemann (2010) conclude that although they tend to under-estimate the shock persistence, impulse 

responses from the PVAR FE are virtually undistinguishable from true impulse responses or from bias-

corrected PVAR FE responses at impact and very similar at short horizons4. In addition, the Monte 

Carlo analysis of several estimators by Rebucci (2003), who extends the mean group estimator to the 

PVAR, shows that slope heterogeneities should be very high in order to justify alternatives to pooled 

estimators, including PVAR FE, and that the time dimension should be longer than a typical 

macroeconomic data set in order to justify the use of mean group estimators. In other words, the 

small sample bias may be more detrimental to the mean group estimator than the slope 

heterogeneity bias is to the PVAR FE estimator (Towbin and Weber, 2013).  

Our analysis uses annual data starting in 1995 and ending in 2012 (18 years) and we include 

the 27 EU member states as of 2012. In the analysis of differences between groups, the EU member 

states are split in two: the 10 new member states (NMS10) from the Central and Eastern Europe 

enlargement cohorts of 2004 and 2007, and the 15 old EU member states plus Cyprus and Malta 

(labelled EU17 or old member states5). We briefly describe the data when specifying our baseline 

model in the following sub-section, while detailed data definitions and sources are provided in the 

Appendix.  

 

 

3.2. Model specification 

  

 In line with the literature, in our specification we include five endogenous variables: 

government spending, government revenues, GDP, prices and interest rates. These five endogenous 

variables could be considered as the minimal set of macroeconomic variables necessary to capture 

dynamic effects of fiscal policy shocks (Fatás and Mihov, 2001). We also include country fixed effects 

in order to deal with unobserved heterogeneity, as well as a common linear time trend.  

We use real GDP as an indicator of output and the GDP deflator as an indicator of price 

movements. For interest rates we use average nominal three-month money market rates, although in 

the literature there is some divergence on this issue: numerous studies use short-term rates, while 

others use long-term interest rates, which are argued to be more relevant for private consumption 

and investment decisions (Perotti, 2005). However, we are reluctant to take such an approach for two 

reasons. First, short-term interest rates are better suited for quick reflections of anticipated fiscal 

                                                           
4 Although Juessen and Linnemann (2010) recommend the use of bias-corrected PVAR FE, they also warn that 
bias-correction methods might not be successful in reducing the bias when the time dimension is small, which 
certainly covers our case of 18 years. 
5 Cyprus and Malta joined EU in 2004 as well, but they are grouped with old EU member states because their 
economic structure and history makes them much closer to them than to the transition countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe which joined the EU at the same time or in 2007.  
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policy, which is one of the reasons for the inclusion of interest rates in the VAR. Second, sufficiently 

long series of long-term interest rates are unavailable for some of the countries in our sample.  

When constructing the fiscal variables (Appendix), we follow arguments and definitions in 

Alesina et al. (2002), Caldara and Kamps (2008) and particularly Beetsma et al. (2006) and Beetsma 

and Giuliodori (2011). Fiscal variables are defined in real terms, thus facilitating direct inference on 

the fiscal multiplier since GDP is also defined in real terms. Further, in line with the dominant 

approach in the literature, we define government spending and revenues net of interest payments, as 

well as net of social benefits and other transfers. Consequently, government spending is defined as 

the sum of government consumption (approximately the sum of public wages and purchases of goods 

and services) and government investment. On the other hand, for revenues we use net-taxes, 

defined as revenues minus transfers6. In particular, we follow the detailed calculations in Beetsma 

and Giuliodori (2011) and define net-taxes as the sum of indirect taxes, direct taxes, social 

contributions received and transfers received by the government, minus subsidies, social benefits paid 

and transfers paid by the government. Further, we follow the arguments and calculations in Beetsma 

et al. (2006) and Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011) and cyclically adjust net taxes, while government 

spending is left unadjusted. We cyclically adjust net taxes by using country elasticities of various 

components of net taxes to output (EC, 2005) as well as the trend GDP based on Hodrick Prescott 

filtering.  

 The structural form of our baseline panel VAR is presented in Eq. 1 below. Our analysis 

covers the period starting in 1995 and ending in 2012 (t=1, ..., 18) and we include the 27 countries 

that were EU members in 2012 (i=1, ..., 27). The endogenous variables included in the VAR and their 

ordering is as follows: the log of real government spending (g), the log of real cyclically-adjusted net 

taxes (t), the log of real GDP (y), the log of the GDP deflator (p) and average annual three-month 

money market interest rates in percent (r). We also include country-specific fixed effects (ci) and a 

common time trend (tt) as exogenous variables. Further, we use 2 lags of each endogenous variable 

in our VAR. While testing for lag-length in PVARs is not straightforward (Babecký et al., 2012), 2 lags 

should be sufficient to remove any residual auto-correlation with annual data (and additional checks 

indicate that baseline results are robust to alternative lag lengths). D, E, P and H capture 

corresponding coefficients. The vector of orthogonal structural shocks εi,t reflects the shocks to each 

equation in the VAR, with var (εi,t)= Ω. Finally, the first matrix in Eq. 1 captures contemporaneous 

relations between endogenous variables, with αnm elements of the matrix representing the estimated 

contemporaneous reaction of variable m to shocks in variable n, and zero elements reflecting the 

restrictions of the recursive identification on the contemporaneous relations between variables.  

The main implication of this specification is that spending shocks are allowed to have a 

contemporaneous effect on every variable, but spending is not contemporaneously affected by other 

shocks. Since we focus on spending shocks7, the ordering of the other variables does not matter 

                                                           
6 Consequently, we use 'revenues' and 'net-taxes' interchangeably in the text. 
7 This also implies that, when discussing fiscal multipliers, effectively this applies to government spending 
multipliers. 
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(Christiano et al., 1999). The drawback of this ordering is that it implies that cyclically-adjusted net 

taxes do not affect spending within a year. While this might seem like too strong a restriction, we rely 

on this ordering because it is standard in the literature. Besides, additional checks (available on 

request) show that our impulse responses are robust to the alternative ordering of spending and 

revenues. Related to this, Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011) argue that spending is mostly 

predetermined in the budget, whereas changes to spending within the year tend to be less important, 

implying that it is reasonable to order spending first. Output is ordered third, implying that it does not 

contemporaneously affect spending and net taxes. This restriction is justified by the omission of 

cyclically-sensitive components from our definition of spending, as well as by the cyclical adjustment 

of net-taxes. Finally, the ordering of prices and interest rates last is common in the literature, and it 

implies that these variables react to movements in fiscal variables and to output but do not affect 

them within the year. 

 

(

 
 
 
 

1 0 0 0 0

−𝛼𝑔𝑡 1 0 0 0
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 Eq. 1 

 

 

4. Baseline results and sub-sample analysis8 

 

 We mostly analyse results via impulse responses (and 95% confidence intervals), as well as 

impact fiscal multipliers. In order to facilitate the discussion, we standardise the size of the spending 

shock to be equal to 1% of GDP, so that we can directly interpret the impulse responses of GDP as 

the fiscal multiplier.  

The results of our baseline specification from Eq. 1, which includes the entire sample of 27 

EU countries between 1995 and 2012, are presented in Figure 1. The spending shock is relatively 

persistent, as it takes around five years for its effects on spending to die out. At the year of the 

shock, governments increase net taxes, but this response becomes negative from the following year, 

presumably as they try to reinforce the effects of spending rises by lowering taxes. The response of 

real GDP to the spending shock is positive and the fiscal multiplier is around one at the year of the 

shock and in the following year. While this implies that fiscal policy does stimulate output, its 

effectiveness is relatively limited, since there are no stronger multiplicative effects beyond the 

                                                           
8 We estimate our PVARs using the MATLAB code that has been developed and made public by Georgios 
Georgiadis, to whom we are grateful for the code and additional advice provided in our correspondence. The 
code is explained in Georgiadis (2012) and can be downloaded from 
https://sites.google.com/site/georgiosgeorgiadis111/research. It can also estimate Panel Conditional 
Homogenous VARs.  

https://sites.google.com/site/georgiosgeorgiadis111/research
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approximately one-for-one response of GDP9. In addition, the fiscal multiplier is halved three years 

after the shock, when it also becomes insignificant.  

The spending shock and the consequent increase in GDP also result in higher prices, and the 

rise is significant for three years after the shock. Finally, interest rates fall on impact, while their 

direction changes the following year, although the response becomes insignificant. While the initial 

negative response of interest rates is puzzling, we return to it below.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP - baseline 
specification  

Note: The size of the spending shock in the entire sample and in all sub-samples discussed below 
equals 1% of GDP, which is equivalent to around 4% of government spending in the entire sample.  

 

 

Table 1 presents results of the forecast error variance decomposition. The left panel indicates 

that the forecast error variance of GDP is mostly attributable to GDP shocks. In addition, government 

spending shocks explain 8.4% of the forecast error variance of GDP on impact, and this effect fades 

out slowly in the future. On the other hand, the caveats regarding the proper identification of shocks 

to net taxes notwithstanding, they initially explain only 4.6% of the forecast error variance of GDP, 

but their importance rises so as to explain up to around a quarter of the GDP error variance 5 years 

after the shock. Further, the right panel in Table 1 shows that a relatively low share of fluctuations of 

other variables is attributable to spending shocks. Indeed, spending shocks explain the majority of 

fluctuations of spending itself, as well as some of the forecast error variance of GDP, but do not 

explain more than around 3% of the forecast error variance of the other three variables.  

 

                                                           
9 The one-for-one response means that a unit increase of government spending corresponds to a unit increase of 
GDP. If there are no stronger multiplicative effects, this is true by definition, since the definition of GDP also 
includes government spending (government consumption and investment).  
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Table 1. Forecast error variance decomposition - baseline specification 

 

 

Several additional robustness checks (available on request) indicate that the baseline results 

are fairly robust to alternative specifications. For instance, results from the baseline specification, 

which includes country fixed effects and a common linear time trend, are robust to the introduction of 

country-specific linear time trends instead of the common trend, as well as to the omission of the 

time trend. On the other hand, results between the baseline and the version that omits country fixed 

effects are considerably different, with the latter responses indicating a permanent level shift of GDP 

due to a spending shock, which is hardly feasible. This difference compared to the baseline indicates 

that there is heterogeneity in our sample, so the maintenance of fixed effects is warranted in order to 

account for unobserved country heterogeneity. Further, baseline results from the second-order PVAR 

are robust to both a shorter and a longer lag-length by one year, which indicates that there are no 

severe problems with residual auto-correlation. Finally, we also check the robustness of our results to 

an alternative ordering of variables: instead of the baseline (spending first, net-taxes second), net-

taxes are ordered first and spending second. Despite differences in contemporaneous restrictions 

arising from the alternative ordering, impulse responses in this case are very similar to the baseline 

results.  

 We proceed by applying the baseline specification of the panel VAR on sub-samples defined 

by country characteristics. This enables us to analyse whether country structural characteristics 

influence the effects of fiscal policy on macroeconomic variables. In addition, splitting the sample in 

various ways also enables us to better address country heterogeneity, since sub-samples consist of 

more homogenous groups than the entire sample of 27 EU member states.  

We first analyse possible differences in fiscal policy effects between the 17 old and 10 new 

EU member states (EU17 and NMS10 respectively), as defined previously. The comparison in Figure 2 

shows that the response of spending to its own shock is fairly similar, and it becomes insignificant 

within 4 to 5 years. On the other hand, there is a completely opposite reaction of net taxes. In old EU 

member states, positive spending shocks are accompanied by lower net taxes as governments try to 

reinforce higher spending by lowering revenues. In addition, this fall in net taxes is significant for a 

considerable period into the future. On the other hand, spending shocks in transition countries are 

accompanied by an increase of net taxes on impact, and the positive reaction of net taxes is 

significant up to 3 years after the shock, indicating that governments in these countries try to pursue 

At 

impact

After 1 

year

After 3 

years

After 5 

years

At 

impact

After 1 

year

After 3 

years

After 5 

years

Contributions of shocks to: To the FEVD of:

Real gov. spending 8.4 7.8 5.7 4.7 Real gov. spending 100.0 94.5 72.7 58.6

Real cycl.-adj. net taxes 4.6 10.8 20.6 25.7 Real cycl.-adj. net taxes 1.5 0.9 1.9 2.8

Real GDP 87.0 78.9 66.1 59.9 Real GDP 8.4 7.8 5.7 4.7

GDP deflator 0.0 0.7 1.9 2.1 GDP deflator 0.8 1.9 3.1 3.1

Nom. short-term int. rates 0.0 1.7 5.7 7.6 Nom. short-term int. rates 0.5 0.4 1.0 1.1

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Forecast error variance decomposition of GDP Contributions of the gov. spending shock
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a more disciplined fiscal policy than in old EU member states. Further, the effects of spending shocks 

on GDP are positive in both old and new EU member states, and in both cases responses become 

insignificant around 3 years after the shock. However, the fiscal multiplier is higher in transition 

countries both at impact (1.3 in new and 0.6 in old EU member states) and into the future (e.g. 1 in 

new and 0.6 in old EU member states 3 years after the shock). Finally, although there are some 

differences in the dynamics, the reactions of prices and interest rates are fairly similar in the two 

groups of countries.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Comparison of impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP - old 
and new EU member states 

 

  

Next we analyse the effects of the level of public debt by using the threshold of the average 

share of public debt to GDP of 60% between 1995 and 2012 to split the sample into countries with 

high and low debt10 (Figure 3). Results indicate that there is indeed a different response to spending 

shocks in the two groups of countries. First, in countries with lower debt levels, positive spending 

shocks are followed by higher net-taxes, unlike high-debt countries where higher spending is 

accommodated by lower taxes, thus potentially further increasing deficits and debt levels. What is 

more important, the fiscal multiplier is higher in less indebted countries, and this holds both at impact 

(1 in low-debt and 0.6 in high-debt countries) and into the future (e.g. 0.5 in low-debt and 0.3 in 

high-debt countries 3 years after the shock). This result indicates that the effectiveness of fiscal policy 

is considerably stronger in low-debt than in high-debt countries, which is in line with a priori 

expectations and findings in the literature (Rusnak, 2011). Further, spending shocks tend to be 

followed by higher prices in low-debt countries, possibly reflecting higher demand. On the other 

hand, the dynamics of the response of interest rates are similar, although there are some differences 

in magnitude.  

                                                           
10 The threshold of 60% is in line with the Maastricht criteria for public debt. However, results are similar if the 
threshold is defined as 50% instead.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP – 

high-debt and low-debt countries 

 

 

Another factor which could influence the effects of fiscal policy is the level of trade openness, 

since it is expected that, in more open countries, there will be some 'leakages' of the positive fiscal 

shock. In order to analyse this issue, we split our sample into more open and less open countries by 

using the level of average trade openness to GDP of 50% between 1995 and 2012 as a threshold11. 

Results in Figure 4 below support the a priori expectation that the effects of fiscal policy differ 

according to the level of openness. Somewhat surprisingly, on impact the size of the fiscal multiplier 

is slightly higher in more open than in less open economies (1.1 and 0.7 respectively). However, 

starting from one year after the shock, the fiscal multiplier is considerably higher in less open 

economies. In addition, it is also significant for three years after the shock in less open economies, 

while it becomes insignificant one year after the shock in more open economies. These results 

indicate that there are considerably more 'leakages' in more open economies via the import channel, 

thus making fiscal policy in these countries less effective. On the other hand, the openness level does 

not affect the responses of other variables to the spending shock, except for the impact responses.  

 

                                                           
11 Openness is calculated as the share of foreign trade in nominal GDP. Foreign trade is calculated as the sum of 
nominal exports and imports of goods and services divided by 2.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP - 

more and less open countries 
 

 

In circumstances of low demand and zero lower bound of nominal policy rates, it is expected 

that the size of the fiscal multiplier will be higher than in normal circumstances. Therefore, we also 

investigate whether our baseline results on the effects of fiscal policy shocks in European countries 

are partially a reflection of the Great Recession. In order to do so, we compare baseline results 

(1995-2012) to the ones that obtain when shortening the sample for the crisis years, i.e. using only 

the pre-crisis period between 1995 and 2008. While the shorter sample of 14 years magnifies 

potential small sample problems, results of this comparison in Figure 5 still yield some interesting 

insights. In the pre-crisis period, the size of the fiscal multiplier is about half the size of the multiplier 

in the entire period, both on impact (0.4 compared to 1) and into the future. In addition, the 

response of GDP in the pre-crisis period becomes insignificant only one year after the shock, whereas 

in the entire period it is significant up to three years after the shock. Overall, these results suggest 

that fiscal policy is considerably less effective in normal circumstances, while the results for the entire 

period are driven by the higher effectiveness in the recent crisis years. Further, while the responses 

of other variables are similar, there are some differences in the response of interest rates. In 

particular, when using the entire period, interest rates fall on impact, and become insignificant 

thereinafter, which is somewhat puzzling. However, in the pre-crisis period, the response of interest 

rates to spending shocks is significantly positive on impact and up to three years after the shock. This 

difference is an indication that the response of monetary policy in the entire sample might be driven 

by the crisis years. Indeed, it appears that central banks respond to positive spending shocks with 

more restrictive policy in normal times. However, there is a different response to fiscal policy shocks 

during the crisis, when monetary policy appears accommodative.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP - 

baseline and pre-crisis period 
 

  

Before moving to the analysis of the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy and other 

extensions of our baseline specification, it is useful to summarise the main findings related to 

differences between results across various sub-samples (Table 2). The fiscal multiplier in the entire 

sample is around one on impact and after one year, and declines thereinafter. However, there are 

considerable differences across country structural characteristics and also when later crisis years are 

excluded. Overall, the results from this section and particularly the summary in Table 2 confirm the 

suggestion by Spilimbergo et al. (2009) that fiscal multipliers are country-, time- and circumstance-

specific.  

 
 

  

Table 2. Fiscal multipliers in the entire sample and in various sub-samples 

Note: The table shows the size of the fiscal multiplier, i.e. the response of real GDP (in %) to a 
government spending shock of 1% of real GDP. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% 

and 10% level, respectively. 

On impact After one year After 3 years After 5 years

Baseline (EU27, 1995-2012) 1.0*** 1.1*** 0.4* -0.1

Old EU member states (EU17) 0.6*** 1.0*** 0.6** -0.2

New EU member states (NMS10) 1.3*** 1.4*** 1.0** 0.9

High debt (debt/GDP>60%) 0.6*** 1.1*** 0.3 -0.8*

Low debt (debt/GDP<60%) 1.0*** 1.1*** 0.5* 0.3

High openness (>50% of GDP) 1.1*** 0.9*** -0.2 -0.6

Low openness (<50% of GDP) 0.7*** 1.2*** 0.7** 0.1

Pre-crisis (EU27, 1995-2008) 0.4*** 0.3** -0.1 -0.4

Size of the fiscal multiplier
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5. Results on the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy  

  

 This section provides extensions of the baseline specification in order to shed some light on 

the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy. In order to do so, we use various components of GDP 

and fiscal policy, as well as some additional variables. In all cases, we start from the baseline 

specification of our PVAR (Eq. 1) and modify it in accordance with the issues we are analysing. We 

again present only comparison graphs of impulse responses (with corresponding 95% confidence 

intervals) for the specifications being analysed, whereas all detailed results are available on request.  

We start by augmenting the baseline specification with four additional variables: private 

consumption, private investment, real wages per employee and total employment12. In line with the 

practice in the literature (e.g. Caldara and Kamps (2008) and Perotti (2005)), we add one variable at 

a time to our baseline, which yields four additional specifications with 6 variables13. Figure 6 presents 

the responses of the additional variables in the respective extended 6-variable PVARs. Spending 

shocks are followed by increases both of private consumption and private investment. While the 

response of investment is about twice as high as that of consumption both at impact and in the 

future, they both have a similar dynamic and both are significant up to 2 years after the shock. In 

addition, the rise of private consumption is a reflection of the rise of both real wages and employment 

following a government spending shock14.  

 The extension of the baseline specification with these variables also makes it possible to 

analyse whether effects of fiscal policy are in line with Real Business Cycle (RBC) or New Keynesian 

predictions. Both groups of theories predict that government spending shocks cause higher output. 

Related to this, our previous finding of rising output in response to spending shocks in the baseline 

specification is in line with the vast majority of other empirical studies as well as predictions of the 

two main theories. Further, our finding of rising private consumption, real wages and employment is 

in line with predictions both from extended RBC models with monopolistic competition and 'deep 

habits' in the consumption of individual goods (Ravn et al., 2006) and extended New Keynesian 

models with rule-of-thumb consumers (Galí et al., 2007).  

 

 

                                                           
12 Most studies on US data use private sector wages and employment. While such an approach would be 
consistent with the use of private consumption and investment, data on private sector wages and employment 
for EU countries are not available from the European Commission AMECO database.  
13 Each new variable is added before GDP. However, as discussed above, the ordering does not matter since we 
are interested only in the effects of spending shocks, which are ordered first.  
14 When splitting the sample into old and new EU member states, we find similar dynamics and signs of the 
responses in the two groups, although there are some differences in the strength of the responses. In particular, 
the rise of consumption, wages and employment is stronger in new EU member states, and this holds both at 
impact and into the future. These results are available on request. 
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Figure 6. Impulse responses of additional variables to a government spending shock of 1% of real 

GDP - extended PVARs with 6 variables  
Note: Only responses of the additional variable in each of the four 6-variable PVARs are shown. 

Complete results of each specification are available on request. 
 

 

We proceed by analysing the effects of the two components of government spending: 

consumption and investment. We also consider the two components of government consumption: the 

wage bill and the non-wage consumption (i.e. goods and services). In the baseline specification, we 

replace real government spending with its components, one at a time, and present the responses of 

GDP to shocks of 1% of GDP of various components in Figure 7. Results show that government 

investment is the more effective tool in stimulating output than government consumption. Among the 

components of government consumption, government wage bill shocks are more effective than 

government non-wage consumption shocks up to two years after the shock, although in both cases 

the response becomes insignificant rather quickly. Overall, these results indicate that, if the aim is to 

stimulate output, the most effective way to do so is by increasing government investment. If 

government consumption is used, the effects of government employees' wages are somewhat larger 

than those of non-wage consumption15. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 We also considered the effects of various government spending components on private consumption and 
investment separately by replacing GDP with private consumption and private investment, and then replacing 
government spending with its components one at a time. Overall, results indicate that fiscal policy works mostly 
via its effects on private investment, which normally appears to be more responsive, whereas responses of 
private consumption are lower, in line with the expected higher inertia in household consumption. These results 
are available on request.  
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Figure 7. Impulse responses of GDP to a shock of 1% of real GDP in various spending components 

 

 

Next we analyse the robustness of our baseline results for the entire sample to the inclusion 

of the public debt ratio in the specification. Public debt is not usually included in fiscal VARs, which 

has been criticised by Favero and Giavazzi (2007) since a fiscal shock is expected to constrain future 

revenues and spending due to the intertemporal budget constraint. Consequently, they argue that 

results of standard fiscal VARs may be biased due to the omission of debt, and recommend that the 

analysis of fiscal shocks should take into account debt dynamics and allow for possible feedback from 

debt to fiscal and other variables. Therefore, we augment our baseline specification for the entire 

sample with the share of public debt to GDP as an endogenous variable (ordered last). Results in 

Figure 8 indicate that baseline responses of other variables to a government spending shock are 

robust to the inclusion of the debt level. This also holds for the response of interest rates, which is 

opposite to findings by Favero and Giavazzi (2007) that in the US interest rates respond differently to 

spending shocks when debt is included in the VAR. In addition, the debt/GDP ratio itself slightly falls 

on impact in response to a spending shock, probably reflecting the rise of net taxes and of GDP on 

impact. However, there is a significant increase in the debt/GDP ratio of up to 2 percentage points in 

the future and this response dies out rather slowly. Overall, these results on the response of public 

debt suggest that spending shocks have a considerable deteriorating effect on fiscal sustainability. 

Indeed, in the wake of spending shocks, the rise of spending is quite persistent, unlike the positive 

response of net-taxes, which dies out considerably faster, thus giving rise to higher budget deficits 

and consequently higher debt levels.  
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Figure 8. Comparison of impulse responses to a government spending shock of 1% of real GDP - 
baseline and baseline extended with debt/GDP as endogenous variable 

 
 

We carry out the same exercise, but now we split the sample to old and new EU member 

states. Results in Figure 9 below indicate that baseline responses of GDP to spending shocks are 

robust to the inclusion of debt in both country groups. In addition, the conclusion from the baseline 

that fiscal multipliers are higher in new than in old member states holds when debt is added. Finally, 

it appears that fiscal sustainability is stronger in new than in old member states, since government 

spending shocks result in a low and insignificant response of debt in new member states, unlike old 

member states where spending shocks are followed by considerably higher debt levels. Results also 

indicate that this difference in the response of debt levels is related to the response of net-taxes in 

old and new EU member states, which was discussed above. Indeed, in new EU member states, 

government spending shocks are followed by higher net-taxes. On the other hand, higher spending in 

old EU member states is accommodated by lower taxes, and consequently debt levels are higher, 

thus giving rise to concerns about debt sustainability.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of impulse responses of GDP to a government spending shock of 1% of real 

GDP with and without debt/GDP - old and new EU member states 
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6. Conclusions and policy implications  

 

 This study provides an empirical analysis of the effects of fiscal policy on output and other 

macroeconomic variables in EU countries between 1995 and 2012. The empirical investigation uses 

panel VAR with fixed effects and recursive identification of fiscal policy shocks. We find that higher 

spending does result in higher GDP in the entire sample, but the size of the fiscal multiplier does not 

exceed one, implying that the effects of fiscal policy are relatively limited. In addition, the 

effectiveness of fiscal policy in the entire sample appears to reflect the crisis period, when it was in 

fact the only policy tool available due to the zero lower bound of nominal interest rates in most 

countries. This implies that, once the economic recovery becomes sustained, it is likely that fiscal 

multipliers will fall back to their common levels in more 'normal' circumstances, i.e. positive but below 

one. Consequently, in such a case, preference should be given to monetary policy in attempts to 

affect short-term output movements, as well as to structural reforms when trying to affect long-term 

output.  

Our analysis also indicates that policy-makers should pay particular attention to structural 

characteristics of their countries when trying to affect output via government spending. For instance, 

expansionary spending in transition countries is more effective in stimulating output than in old EU-

member states. In addition, higher spending in transition countries is also accompanied by higher 

taxes, which consequently leads to a relatively stable path of public debt. Our results imply that this 

practice of expansionary spending and higher taxes should also be used in old EU-member states in 

order to prevent the worrying trend of rising debt levels in the wake of higher spending, without at 

the same time jeopardising the positive effects of higher spending on output. Further, policy-makers 

in countries with high public debt and high trade openness should refrain from using government 

spending to stimulate output, since such a policy is largely ineffective.  

 The analysis of the transmission mechanism of fiscal policy suggests that spending shocks 

cause rises in both private investment and consumption, with the latter being supported by higher 

real wages and higher employment. This is in line with findings in most other empirical studies, and 

also consistent with predictions from extensions of both RBC and New Keynesian models. Findings in 

this part also suggest that fiscal policy is more effective when implemented via government 

investment than via government consumption. Further, the introduction of the share of debt in GDP 

in the model in order to account for intertemporal budget constraints and debt feedbacks yields some 

worrying implications for fiscal sustainability. In particular, spending shocks are followed by rising 

debt levels in old EU member states, which could be related well to the recent European debt crisis.  
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Appendix 

Data sources and definitions 

We follow arguments and definitions in Alesina et al. (2002), Caldara and Kamps (2008) and 

particularly Beetsma et al. (2006), Beetsma and Giuliodori (2011) and Suyker (1999). In order to 

facilitate the exposition of formulas, here we first present variable names alongside their description 

and sources, and then the formulas to calculate the variables that are used in the empirical 

investigation.  

 Unless noted otherwise, absolute amounts are in nominal terms; variables actually used in 

estimation in the paper are in bold; "ca" refers to cyclically-adjusted variables using trend GDP based 

on the Hodrick-Prescott filter; AMECO refers to the AMECO Database of the European Commission 

(May 2013).  

 

Variable name Variable description (Original titles for variables not calculated by 

formula) 

Source 

ca_gov_nt_real Real cyclically-adjusted net-taxes Formula 

ca_gov_rev Cyclically-adjusted government revenues Formula 

ca_gov_rev_real Real cyclically-adjusted government revenues Formula 

ca_gov_tran Cyclically-adjusted government transfers Formula 

ca_gov_tran_real Real cyclically-adjusted government transfers Formula 

cit_dir Share of corporate income tax in direct taxes  Formula 

comp_avg Nominal compensation per employee: total economy  AMECO 

comp_avg_real Real wages  Formula 

comp_gg Compensation of employees: general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

comp_gg_cons Real government wage bill Formula 

debt General government consolidated gross debt :- Excessive deficit procedure 

(based on ESA 1995) and former definition (linked series)  

AMECO 

debt/ngdp Debt/GDP ratio Formula 

def_gc Price deflator total final consumption expenditure of general government, 

2005=100  

AMECO 

def_gdp GDP deflator (Price deflator gross domestic product at market 

prices, 2005=100)  

AMECO 

def_gfcf Price deflator gross fixed capital formation: total economy, 2005=100  AMECO 

el_cit Elasticity of corporate income tax with respect to the output gap  EC (2005) 

el_dir Elasticity of direct taxes with respect to the output gap  EC (2005) 

el_ind Elasticity of indirect taxes with respect to the output gap EC (2005) 

el_pit Elasticity of personal income tax with respect to the output gap  EC (2005) 

el_prexp Elasticity of current primary expenditures with respect to the output gap EC (2005) 

el_soc Elasticity of social contributions with respect to the output gap EC (2005) 
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empl Employment (Employees, persons: all domestic industries; 

National accounts) 

AMECO 

expend_curr Total current expenditure: general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

expend_curr_pr Current primary expenditures Formula 

gc Final consumption expenditure of general government at current prices  AMECO 

gc_cons Real government consumption Formula 

gc_nw_cons Real government non-wage consumption Formula 

gdp_cons Real GDP (Gross domestic product at 2005 market prices)  AMECO 

gdp_trend Trend gross domestic product at 2005 market prices (based on the 

Hodrick-Prescott filter)  

AMECO 

gfcf_gg Gross fixed capital formation at current prices: general government  AMECO 

gfcf_gg_cons Real government investment Formula 

gfcf_priv Gross fixed capital formation at current prices: private sector  AMECO 

gfcf_priv_cons Real private investments Formula 

gov_spend_real Real government spending Formula 

gov_tran Government transfers Formula 

inter Interest : general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

ir_st Nominal short-term interest rates  

(Note: The series corresponds to nominal 3-month money market 

interest rates) 

AMECO 

and IMF 

IFS  

m Imports of goods and services at current prices (National accounts)  AMECO 

ngdp Nominal GDP (Gross domestic product at current market prices)  AMECO 

open Trade openness  Formula 

pc_cons Real private consumption (Private final consumption expenditure 

at 2005 prices)  

AMECO 

pit_dir Share of personal income tax in direct taxes  EC (2005) 

prop_paid Property income, payable Eurostat 

prop_rec Property income, receivable Eurostat 

rev_curr Total current revenue: general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

soc_ben_paid Social benefits other than social transfers in kind: general government :- 

ESA 1995  

AMECO 

soc_rec  Social contributions received: general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

subs Subsidies: general government :- ESA 1995  AMECO 

tax_dir Current taxes on income and wealth (direct taxes): general government :- 

ESA 1995  

AMECO 

tax_ind Taxes linked to imports and production (indirect taxes): general 

government :- ESA 1995  

AMECO 

trpg Other current transfers paid by government Formula 

trrg Other current transfers received by government Formula 

x Exports of goods and services at current prices (National accounts)  AMECO 
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Formulas used to calculate variables that are used in the paper  

 

Expenditures 

 

gov_spend_real=gc/def_gc*100 + gfcf_gg/def_gfcf*100 

gc_cons = gc/def_gc*100  

gfcf_gg_cons = gfcf_gg/def_gfcf*100 

expend_curr_pr = expend_curr - inter 

 

comp_gg_cons = comp_gg/def_gc*100 

gc_nw_cons = (gc - comp_empl_gg)/def_gc*100 

 

Revenues ("ca" refers to cyclically-adjusted variables using trend GDP based on the Hodrick-Prescott 

filter) 

 

ca_gov_nt_real = ca_gov_rev_real - ca_gov_tran_real 

 

ca_gov_rev_real = ca_gov_rev/def_gdp*100 

ca_gov_tran_real = ca_gov_tran/def_gdp*100 

 

ca_gov_rev = ca_tax_dir + ca_tax_ind + ca_soc_rec + ca_trrg 

ca_tax_dir = tax_dir*(gdp_trend/gdp_cons)^el_dir 

ca_tax_ind = tax_ind*(gdp_trend/gdp_cons)^el_ind 

ca_soc_rec = soc_rec*(gdp_trend/gdp_cons)^el_soc 

ca_trrg = trrg*(gdp_trend/gdp_cons)^(-1*el_prexp*trrg/expend_curr_pr) 

trrg = rev_curr - prop_rec - tax_ind - tax_dir - soc_rec 

 

ca_gov_tran = gov_tran*(gdp_trend/gdp_cons) ^(el_prexp* gov_tran/expend_curr_pr) 

gov_tran = subs + soc_ben_paid + trpg 

trpg = expend_curr + cons_fix_gg - gc - subs - soc_ben_paid - prop_paid 

 

el_dir = el_pit * (pit_dir) + el_cit * (cit_dir) 

 

Other variables  

 

gfcf_priv_cons = gfcf_priv/def_gfcf*100 

 

comp_avg_real = comp_avg/def_gdp*100 

 

debt/ngdp = debt/ngdp 

 

open = ((x+m)/2)/ngdp 
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